
Test run experience activities The North
Face 2014 spring summer new +Ultra
Protection ultimate prot - News Reports Release

The North Face ultimate series of protective shoes listed on strong, powerful function leads to the high strength outdoor runners take
it leisurely and unoppressively off-road experience, for the first time using the Pebax force feedback and FlashDry lightning fast
drying technology, to create a full range of potent protection function of shoes. In April 12th The North Face 100 international
challenge Taiwan station last month, especially in the province's three flagship outlets held a trial run of trail runners experience
activities, to provide real runners experience opportunities, North feel The Face latest technology series shoes! 
The North Face 100 cross-country event coming on stage +ULTRA PROTECTION ultimate protection series
>

This 
will be listed in the next year? Air Jordan topic 3 new color caused is quite high, although the color of the official stories and ideas are
not exposed on the Internet but have called him? Joker color, black shoes with high fluorescent green in AJ series it is rarely seen this
kind of collocation methods, the double color and the same is launched next year? Crimson color is quite exciting work, please
continue to pay attention to the following details. 

source: solecollector
?

PUMA recently with the well-known sports brand London fashion brand Swash London discloses and cooperation in 2015 plans to
have in 90s popular hot shoes Blaze of Glory and XT2 as the protagonist, and the title of "king of the German glider" world-famous
scientists in Europe Otto Lilienthal on flying machine the imagination as inspiration to create the 'Ornithopter Sunset' combination,
two shoes with eye-catching appearance and unique style of summer, logo printing elements of fusion in the upper, to create a rich
sense of hierarchy, and the comfort of Trinomic honeycomb suspension system to provide a good foot feeling, fine leather and mesh
the design of the shoe body is good in experience, this joint set will be sold in part of the PUMA lifestyle store in July 17th, and in
August 1 No. 1 began landing on channel operators. 

news source: insidethesneakerbox

on the Internet recently disclosed Air Jordan 2 white red color will be engraved on a message, see the white and red color? Air
Jordan 2 is already 6 years ago CDP combination package, bulls color standard collocation classic? Air Jordan 2 type of shoes,
believe that a lot of old shoes many new shoes and fans quite looking forward to June 7th is expected to offer foreign friends love,
please look forward to subsequent reports more. 

source: us11hustla
?

adidas this year to bring you new shoes vamp with high elastic FORGEDMESH AlphaBOUNCE, lightweight fabric, and through
Aramis motion capture technology to make a shark gills like solid lines, for visual and performance innovation, now Adidas also
notice in 2017 will bring the evolution of AlphaBOUNCE. According to the picture released at present, it seems obvious that the shoe
will be replaced with Mesh (Engineered), and the rest of the design will be preserved, which is expected to bring a more comfortable
wearing experience. AlphaBOUNCE EM, the two colour scheme, is expected to debut next spring at $110. 

source: Sole Collector

if you want to say this to Puma and singer The Weeknd, the author thinks that it is similar to the pattern of the Rihanna? RiRi is its own
brand of Fenty host and PUMA creative director of the identity of lead PUMA forward, and vikan addition is PUMA spokesperson
with personal clothing brand XO, through the singer different key leading more ethnic awareness PUMA rich in chemical reaction
oriented, both sides can set off the next wave of unrest, it is worth looking forward to a. 
Although the joint 
has not yet announced the exact name, but the last station reported after the introduction must have a preliminary understanding of
the recent foreign Sample shoes more spy photos out, see from the pictures, logo embossed on the tongue of two units, and the shoe
side to the Foamstripe across, liberal and dignified? And the heel is small also because of the high profile ring cylinder with zipper
zipper system, the bandage can be placed in the consistent cortex followed by the pull ring, but I have seen The? Weeknd after
perhaps outside Akira Akira is eye-catching focus, and in the bottom line to cross with the clean speed, followed by adding the arc
structure pondering atmosphere, and the internal side joined the three-dimensional texture similar to the Creeper line, giving shoes
more imagination. Although the official has not yet officially announced, but in the The Weeknd preemptive use, after this time there
are Sample real shoe exposure, I believe that the official debut should not be long. 



In fact, as early as in 
? The Weeknd announced the upcoming launch of branded shoes, PUMA was also issued a message, and play 8.24.2017
#PUMAXO, although not long after he deleted the article, but has caused no small talk, look forward to future public subsequent
messages. 

source: Getty Images / Sole Collector / xoblog

Pop singer Rihanna 
's work has always been very personal style, but also for their own dress has a unique fashion ideas, and even set up its own brand
FENTY foot clothing design, in 2015 he cooperated with PUMA after the first work Crepper specific showing a punk rock uninhibited
atmosphere, may bring the brand have not in the past new weather. Last year a series of two wave debut this month, and will release
a new color, three different materials are used in construction, which even appeared in the bright paint materials, their unique
aesthetic thinking of diverse cultures. 

FENTY by Rihanna x PUMA Creeper each will be equipped with two pairs of different materials with a shoelace velvet pouch, and the
male, female shoe size, scheduled for May 26th in the designated channel global simultaneous release. 

source: PUMA / NAKED

MLB for the United States on May 14, 2017, the New York Yankees fans, is a special day, pellet officially retired legend, shortstop
Derek Jeter back in the day, and held a retirement ceremony to pay tribute to the great man. Derek Jeter as a member of the Jordan
Brand brand, specially on the opposite side of the Yankee Stadium opened during a Pop-Up Shop store display "RE2PECT" series
of products, which also includes the Air Jordan 1 generation and the 11 generation two ocean color line color limited. 
The 
Air Jordan 1 and the 11 generation is undoubtedly the most watched single store goods, according to the report pointed out that the
two shoe is to scratch depends on the way out of the lucky winner, another white 1 generation is to purchase the sale, very difficult to
start with commemorative value, can be expected after the day will become collectors in the eyes of yi. And if you can't visit your
friends in New York, don't lose heart. "RE2PECT" can be purchased at the official website. You must not miss the Yankees fans. 

source: Jordan / Sole Collector
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